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Abstract 
A mathematical model of slope development is proposed and its properties are dis-
cussed. The model is sum.merized by the relation， 
oU o2u _ oU 
=a--7-b一一一一cu+f(x， t)， ot - oX白 -az
whe~e x : horizontal distance， t: time， u : rel'evation， a : subduein，g coefficient， b : reces-
sional coe侃cient，c : denudational coe，ficie，nt， and f(x， t) : aJil arbitary function of x and 
t， respectively. The model mentioned above ean be used to supply a series of illustra-
tions， especially， of the humid cycle of erosion. Both of Davisian and Penckian concepぬ
OFl the geomorphic development are examined by tlds model. 
lJ. I;ntroduction and ac匙nowledgements
It is one of the most fundamental but difficult problems in geomorphology to 
study how the development of slope goes on， because too many factors should be 
taken into account in order to ，consider it. Nevertheless， itmay be true that the 
suitabrle models approximating to the actual slope profile formed by the net effect 
of complicated factors may give more fundamental concepts on the general processes 
of slope development than the an叫ysisof individual slope. Some mathematical 
models of slope development， ha ve been set up by several investiga tors in order to 
approach to this problem. 
The au・位lorhas been studying for years the structure and topography of the 
Rokko Mountain Range， one of the characteristic mountain ranges of Southwest 
Japan which is composed of comparatively homogeneous granitic massives and has 
been strongly 'Suffered from the Plio-Pleistocene crustal deformations due to the Rokko 
Movement (HUZITA， 1962)， and has become to have an opinion on the mathematical 
model of slope devdopment，especially started from faulting.He wants to propose 
a model of slope development which gives good approxI1nation to the slope profiles 
formed by the normal cycle of erosion， and to discuss the properties of the model. 
The author wants to express his thanks to Professor K. HUZITA and Professor 
Y. SAITO of Osaka City University for worthful suggestions as well as for the 
guidances in the cource of the work. Thanks are aIso due to Professor N. lKEBE 
of Osaka City University for his critical reading of the manuscript and to Dr. A. 
SUGIMURA of Tokyo University and Mr. S. HA.TANO of the Geographical Survey 
Institute of Japan for valuable discussions and suggestions. 
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2. Previous lilnear models 
Some linear lN!ode]s， of $lo~)e develo抑nentltave been set 1IP' b，)，y 'SCHEI:DEGGER 
(1961). Thle model of CULLINrG is alsD 0f limear type， ifapplied to th'e hωnoge:fl'eous 
mountain (CULLING"， 1960 & 1~l(3). He'te、weshan alS'0 begin wIlth cOJ1ls.ideration of 
the modells of linear type. Cons討ideringtbe semiト一i泊nfinit旬emoun叫1式ta討ijnlcωC∞omposed 0ぱf 
h 
given by 
au 
f}'t コ ー CU;
θuθu 
ot-boz' 。IU θ1，2U 。faoz2'
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
]n wh1ch u : elevatio肌 t!time'"， x : horizontal dirstance，問spective~y， and a， b and c 
are the positive' C'onstamts of proiportioo. 
Eq. (1) means that the t"ate at whics ，a hei，ght ldecreases is ]þropo~tiona】 to the 
height itseIf. The s叫utionof Eql. :(1) unG1er the' initial condition u=uo/(x) fOJ! t~ O 
， .l() 。
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Fig. 1. Effect OP the d.enudational coefiicient (A)， and 
that of the recession.al cQefficient (B). 
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is given by 
u=uo(X)・exp(-ct). (4) 
The solution means that height of the mountain decreases exponentially as time 
goes on (Fig. 1-A). The model can explain the fact that the greater the elevation， 
the faster the denudation of the mountain proceeds. The coefficient c may be called 
the denudational coefficient. 
Eq. (2) means that rate of decreasing of height is proportional to the steepness 
of the slope. Here， the steepness aul8x is to be positive. If u=uo(x) for t=O， the 
solution of Eq. (2) is given by 
u=uo(x-bt). (5) 
1i'his means the parallel recession of th，e initial slope uo(x) as shown in Fig. 1-B. 
At least， this model can explain the fact that dissection of the mountain begins 
from the marginal parts. The coefficient b may be called the recessional co々がcient.
Eq. (3) has been proposed by CULLING for the development of the soil-covered 
slope (CULLING， 1960). This is the equation of heat conduction， solution of which 
has been studied in details (CARsLAwand JEAGER， 1959). ln this case， Eq. (3) means 
that the rate of decreasing of height is greater at the convex part where a2ulax2 
is negative. The so)ution which satisfies the initial condition uo=f(x) is given by 
+∞ 
u(x， t) = ~ 土1 ¥f(c)・仰
~ヘ/aπZ
国ー。
〈E-x)2Edg.
If uo= 1 for .x>O， Bq. (6) reduces to 
‘ 
+∞ 
仰， t)=JL ぃxp
2.J arct 。
Bu__8宅J・四回園田・ー ，，-圃・・
8t -8X2 
0=0.2$ 
(c-x)21 Jr 
4at ~-~ 
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Fig. 2 Effect of the subdueing coe伍cientfor semi-infinite 
mountain (A)， and for finite mountain (B). 
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It should be noted that Eq. (3) or Eq. (6a) is including the increase of height 
at concave part resulted from accumulation of debris (Fig. 2-A) ， which was beyond 
the Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). Using the error function' and the complementary error 
function defined respecti vely by 
.x 
erf x== ，2 ¥ exp(-f2)dc， 
ヘ/ π
o 
erfc x==l-erf x， 
the solution (6a) is rewritten as follows : 
L I~ _ X ¥ 
u(x， t) =ーニ-( 1 + erf () ~~ _ 1 ). ~ (6a') 2 ¥. I ---2、Iat ) 
As shown in Fig. 2-A， the solution means that erosion occurs at convex part and 
deposition at concave part and that the subdued form appears. This model does 
explain an important aspect of slope devetopment. The coefficient a may be called 
the subdueing co々がcient.
If we take the initial condition for Eq， (3) to be 
u==l， for -xo<x<xo， 
the solution is given by 
1 ( _ __~ x+xo _ _~ x-xo u(x， t) =一一(erf 一一 一erf~- / -~~ )， (6b) 2 ¥ ---2、Iat 三、Iat 
The change of the slope profiles with time given by Eq. (6b) is represented in 
Fig. 2-B， inwhich xo==O.5 and a~O.25 as before. The height of the mountaiE 
decreases exponentially after a certain interval. In other words， the aspect explained 
by Eq. (1) is also included in this model. The ~nterval stated h.ere depends clearly 
upon the width 2xo of the mountain. 
3. Combination of the liner models 
Neither of these linear models can well explain the actual slope profiles by itself， 
so SCHEIDEGGER has_ introduced the non-Iinear model (SCHEIDEGGER， 1961). As shown 
later， however， we can set up a suitable model wh.ich weU approximates the ehange 
of the actual slope profiles by combining the previous linear models. 
At ftrst， we combine Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)， then we have 
θu ..θu 
:=:;-0一二一 一一cu.
8t -8x 
(7) 
Using the initial condition u:=;uo(x)， the solution of Eq. (7) is given by 
u==uo(x-bt)・exp(-ct). (8) 
The solution means that the height of the mountain decreases exponentially and 
that the slope retreats decreasing its steepness (Fig. 3-A). Either of the recession 
or the denudation to be more dominant is decided by the relative ratio of the coeffi-
cients a and b， and the greater b the more remarkable the retreat of the slope. 
Nevertheless， itcan be supposed easi1y that b is much greater than a in general. 
For the series of profiles represented in Fig. 3-A， the coefficients have been taken to 
be b==2.0 and c==O.5， respectively. The model would be more suitable than anyone 
meritioned before. 
Next， we may combine Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)， then we have 
8u θ2U . au 
-一ーーー・===F.l一ーーーーーー一ーーーー IJ
fJt -dx2 .， dx (9) 
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Fig. 3 Combined e妊ectof the su bd ueing coe伍cient
and the recessional coefficient (A)， and the reces-
sional coefi.cient and the subdueing coefficient (B). 
The equation is essentially the same as that has been proposed by SAITO for the 
deformation of undulation on the river-bed (SAITO， 1963)， or that by CULLING for 
the development of the soi1 covered slope adjacent to an under-cutting river (CULLING， 
1963). 
If we take the initial condition for u to be Uo f(x) ， the solution is given by 
??
?
??
?
?
?
???????
?? ??
? ? ?? ?? (10) 
-00 
Especially when uo= 1 for x>O， we have 
??
? ? ?
???
(x-E-bt)2 ~d~， (10') 
or by error function 
u=土 {1+erfzf日2 \・ ---2~/ at J (10つ
In this case， the slope retreats subdued gradually and the gradient of the slope 
decreases. Which is dominant the recession or the subdueing depends upon the 
relative magnitude of the coefficients a and b which are taken to be 0.25 and 2.0 in 
Fig. 3-B respectively. Generally speaking， b would be much greater than Q. The 
result shown in Fig. 3-B is more realistic thanぬatshown in Fig. 3-A. 
Further， itmay easily be supposed that the linear combination of Eq. (1)， Eq. 
(2) and Eq. (3) could sufficiently approximate the actual proc~ss of sIope deve-
lopment we can observe. This is 
• 
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(JU a2U . f)，u 
・ーー .1. -.， -. ，~匹。t .，.θx2 . aX 
General solution of Eq. (11) is given by 
+∞ 
UニwiZ7似ーイf(c)吋-
。ー
• 
(X-c-bt)2 
， 
(11) 
}dE (12) 
in which f(x) is an arbitrary function of x given as an initial condition. Under 
the same initial condition as given to Eq. (9)， the solution of Eq. (11) becomes to 
1 1'. _x-bt 
== ~ (l+erf~~ I ~: )exp(-ct). _ ~ (12a) 2 ¥ -I ---2、!at 
Eq. (12a) can be obtained by multip1lying the rI!ght side of Eq. (101') with exp( -ct). 
Thus the aspect including the exponential decrease of the height has been added to 
the model shown in Fig. 3-B. In other words， Eq. (11) contains al of these three 
aspects of topographic development. 
Table 1 Combination of erosional coefi.cients 
(b=2.0) a=O.125 a=O.25 a=O.5 
c::a/2 
c=a 
c=2a 
case 1 
case 2 
case 3 
case 4 
case 5 
case 6 
• 
ease 7 
case 8 
case 9 
The initial condition with which the solution (12a) was obtained represents the 
vertical scarp， and seems to be ratber unrealistI!c. Now let us start from the fol・
lowing initial slope， which is more natural : 
u==2x， for 0くzく0.5
u==l， for X>Oふ
Denoting by u the solution which satisfies this initial condition， we find 
at r _{ (X-bt)2， ____ I~ (x-O.5-bt}2 u・exp(ct)=21 at Iexp~- \X-:~I)~ ~-exp l~ πI "...r I 4at ¥ "'u.r I 4at 
Z-bt x-0.5-M 
十(x-bt)(erf~. 一一一erf 一一2v' at --- 2、Iat 
I~ . x-0.5-bt¥ + : (， 1 + erf ~~ n ";" _一~). (12b) 
¥... I --- 2"，/ at J 
Substituting the different ratio of the erosional coefficients shown in' Table 1 
into Eq. (12b)， we can obtain the various kinds of slope profiles. The ratio and 
absolute magnitude of the erosional coefficients may change by type of rocks (litho-
logy) and climates or external agents. To determine the absolute values of the 
coefficients is general~y rather difficult without any geologic or geomorphologic 
investigations， but， the relative ratio of them we can evaluate from nu.merical 
computation for a homogeneous mountain. The slope profiles corresponding to nine 
combinations of the erosional coefficients shown in Table 1 are represented in! Fig. 4， 
where b==2.0 has been taken as a standard. 
The actual slope profiles measured by SAVIGEAR (1952) are shown in Fig. 5 for com. 
parison with the solutions. So-called crest slope， mid slope and foot slope (LEOPOLD 
et al.， 1964) can be recognized in these profiles just as in those given by the modeI. 
• 
case I 
case 2 
case :3 
5100 
feet 
。
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case 6 case 9 
Fig. 4 Slope profiles corresponding to various ratio of the 
erosional coefficients (cf. Table 1). 
_1_-関個・・・・・・・
-ー・闘・・・・・・・・・・ー-- ~-------- --'._. _ 
Fig. 5 Actual slope profiles measured by SAVIGEAR (after SAVIGEAR， 1952). 
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The broken lines in Fig. 5 show the position of the original flat plane which was 
re-constructed. by the writer from SAVIGEAR'S map. 
Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5， itmay be concluded that case 6， case 8， and case 
9 are not suitable. This means that the denudational coefficient c should be much 
smaller than b and it can not be compared with Q. Thus， we may choose case 1 to 
4 and case 7 as a suitable one， especial1y case 4 seems to be adequate for the humid 
cycle of erosion， inwhich a=bj8， c=bj16， respectively. 
It should be noted here that al the slope profiles shown in Fig. 4 are sym-
metric about the middle height of the slope. If we consider the semi-infinite homo-
geneous mountain and add no particular boundary conditions， a slope that initially 
had a symmetric profile is always symrnetric. These slopes may be cal1ed the 
symmetric slo.ρe. 
4. Model of finite mountain and the stage of slope development 
In the foregoing paragraphs， the discussions have been made on the mountain 
which extends semi-infinitely in x-direction. However， the real mountains are 
always finite both in x-and y-directions. Thus， we consider here a model of the 
finite mountain and revaluate the denudational coe館cientc the effect of which can 
not be distinguished， as stated before， from that of the subdueing coefficient a， when 
we considered the finite mountain. 
If the mountain occupies initially a finite section， to say， -xo<xくXo，and has 
the symmetrical shape about x=O， this mountain can be divided into two parts by 
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plane x=O. In this case， the divide is always kept at the centre of the mountain， 
and thus the corresponding boundary condition is 
θu=O，at x=0. ; (13) 
U:，{ 口 1
This is a model of the finite mountain， that is， the mountain chain which 
extends only in y-direction. Taking c=O tentatively， we obtain Eq. (14a) and (14b) 
for the right-and left-sided parts of the mountain chain respectively : 
eiu θ2U .• eiu 
-----α一一一+b一一，
eit -eix2 θx' 
θuθ2U • θu 
』ーーー 』ー司・= 11.ーーーーーーー 一回ー ー 1I一 -eit "'θx2 "ax' 
where the coe侃cientsa and b are always taken to be positive. 
at t=O， the solution of Eq. (14a) is given by (HIRANO， 1966) 
1 (_~~_x-xo+ bt __ f bx，o ¥ _..~_ x+xo+bt u=一一一<errc _ I一一一一 一exo卜一一一一 Ierrc _ . v一(-- 2J at _."r ¥ a J ---- 2，/ at • 
(14a) 
(14b) 
If u=l for O<x<x。
(15) 
In Fig. 6-A， the change of the slope profiles with tI1ne given by Eq. (15) has 
been represented graphically for a=0.25， b=2.0 and xo=z= 1.2. The profiles show the 
process of dissection of mountain chain which has 2.4 width. Fig.7-A and Fig. 7-B 
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Fig. 6 Model of the finite mountain (A) and (B) shows the change 
of the height of the divide with time， where Xo means the 
width of the mountain chain. 
• 
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(A) 
(8.) 
Fig. 7 Slope recession of mountain chain for a=O.25 (A) 
and a=O.125 (B). b=2.0 is common. 
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show the slope profiles obtained for the different values of a， that is， a==0.125 in 
Fig. 7-B. and a==0.25 in Fig. 7-A. Although this model has been given for moun-
tain chain， they probably hold good for the development of the Inselberg topography 
by analogy. 
As shown in these figures， the process of the topographic development seems 
to have been weU approximated although here the denudational coefficient is neg-
lected， and the height of the mountain decreases exponentially in the later stage of 
development. Therefore， itis difficult to recognize the effect of the denudational 
coefficient， ifthe finite mountain is considered. 
Now， we shall examine how the height of the mountain will change with time. 
Substituting x ==0 into Eq. (15)， we obtain 
1 (___~_ bt-x。 Ibゲ¥_ __~_ xo+bt =一一 ~erfcnv~;一一exp(ー よ)erfC I--}，z=0. (15f) 2 1----2~/ at --.r.-¥ a J----2~/ at 
The relation between the width Xo and the decreasing tendency of the height obtained 
from Eq. (15') is shown in Fig. 6-B graphically. The height of the mountain ridge 
is maintained rather unlowered so Iong as the sat plane remains undestroyed， but 
it begins to lower rapidly after the flat plane is extinct. The time when the rapid 
lowering begins depends upon the width Xo of the mountain， provided that the 
erosional coefficients are constant. Thus， itcan be supposed that reconstruction of 
the original surface by the summit level is possible only when there is a flat plane， or 
in other words， only in the earlier stage of topographic development. On the 
contrary， the stage in which height of the mountain decreases exponentially may 
correspond to the later stage of it. These results seem to match with the observa-
tions on the erosional process of the flat-topped mountain. Further， on this account， 
we can safely assume that the denudational coefficient is negligibly small. 
It should be noted here that the solution for the earlier stage of the finite 
mountain is nearly equal to that for the semi-infinite mountain. Because， ifXo is 
large enough， then we find 
~ I bx ¥ _ __~ _ X十xo+bt. 1"¥ 
eXPI一一Ierr c " I • ==:U ぺaJ一一 2-v1 at .-
for small value of t， and further we can write 
1 __~_ x-xo+bt 1ームー(X-bt)
2一 2-v1 at 2一 2、Iat ' 
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in which X=x，o-x. 
1 
u==一一一2 
Remembering that erfc-x=l+erf x， we find also for small t， 
X-bt ¥ 
1 + erf ;:-J一一!2"，/ at } (16) 
The final result shown by Eq. (16) is the same as the solution (101') obtained 
for the semi-infinite mountain if it existed in the region of X>O or x<xo・ There-
fore， we can use the solutions for the semi-infinite mountain instead of that for the 
finite mountain， when the earlier stage of the topographic development is considered. 
fA) (:.8) 
Fig. 8 Schematic representation of the wearing-back interpretation 
(A)， and the wearing-down interpretation (B) of the slope. 
As shown in Fig. 6-A or in Fig. 7， the slope profiles which appear in the later 
stage of the developmen色areasymmetric and may be called the concave slo_ρe. 
Generally speaking， itis cOs創der-edthat the cOscave slope appears in the later sta'ge 
of the slope development of the finite mountain. 
It should be remembered here that there were well known arguments by PENCK 
against DAV:rS on how the slope development goes on (KIN'G， 1953). Comparing 
Fig. 7 with Fig. 8， however， we can find out that PENCK's parallel recession of inter・
f1uvial slope (PENCK" 1924) is apPlroximated by the model shown in Fig. 7-B. On 
the contrary， the wearing-down theory by DAVIS (1912) is rather well represented 
in Fig. 7-A. 
Di妊erencebetween these seri:es has been resulted from relative ratio of the 
erosional coefficients， that is， from magnitude of the denudational coefficient. There-
fore， itmay be su'g，gested that PENCK and DAVIS have discussed two outstanding 
cases of slope development respectively and that the transitional types from one to 
another exist in the natural topography. 
On the other hand， ithas been pointed out by HOLMES that the paral1el reces-
sion of the slope occurs in the semi-arid environment and its flattening goes on in 
the humid environment of the normal cycle of erosion (HOLMES， 1955). On the 
corresponding external processes， ithas been suggested by SCHUMM that rapid 
disintegration of rocks produces the thick soi1 protected by the cover of vegetation 
in the humid regions and the creeping is probably dominant there， while il the arid 
regions only exists the thin soi1 with poor vegetation cover and rain-wash may be 
the dominan色process(SCHUMM， 1956). 
Therefore， itmay be understood that effects of the denudational and the sub-
dueing coefficients could be comparable to the creeping or the mass movement， and 
to the erosion by rain-waslll or 'by running water respectively. It is aIso suggested 
from SCHUMM'S conclusion that the forms of the sIopes may change depending upon 
not onI，y climate but also lithology. 
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5. Boundary conditions 
In order to set up the model of the finite mountain， a sort of boundary condi-
tions was introduced， but this is only an example. There are some other kinds of the 
boundary conditions which are geomorphologically significant. 
If a fault-scarp develops facing to the shore line and the removal of debris 
which has been derived from the mountain side is rapid， the mountain-foot at x=O 
keeps its height always zero. The boundary condition corresponding to this is 
u=O， x=O. (17) 
Taking c=O for its smallness， we obtain Eq. (9) as the basic equation. If u=l 
for x>O when t=O， the solution of Eq. (9) which satisfies the boundary condition 
(17) is given by (HIRANO， 1966) 
1 (.. iO X-bt I bx ¥ .x+bt ) u=一二一~1+erf一 一一一exp( "=) erfc~~ ~ "_"_L }. (18) t. I .，.. 2.v' at "".]:' ¥ a J _...2.v'atj
Change of the slope profiles with time represented by Eq. (18) is shown in Fig. 9-A 
for b=2.0 and a=0.25. The profiles are asymmetric not alike to those shown in Fig. 
4. This slope may be called the asymmetric slo.ρe， and one of the examples of them 
has already come out when we considered the model of the finite mountain. The 
profiles shown in Fig. 9-A may be called the convex slo.ρes. The conca ve part 
appears at the foot of the slope as time goes on， and the whole profile comes to 
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Fig. 9 Slope profiles satisfying the boundary condition 
u=O at x=O (A)， 
and 
号=hu at x=O (町
where a=0.25 and b=2.0 in both cases. 
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obtain the property of the symmetric slø~e (quasi-symmetric slo.ρe). 
In addition， the solution shown by Eq. (18) can be applied to recession of the 
valley wall of the antecedent river. If the erosive and transportational power of 
the river at x=O are strong enough to keep its floor antecedently through the uplift 
occurred instantaneously， this solution gives the development of the val1ey wall of 
the antecedent river at x=O (Fig. 10-A). The result seems to correspond well to 
the iHustration of DAVIS (1930)， which is referred in Fig. 11; 
1 anfecedenf valley 
(A) 
(8) 
Fig. 10 Models of antecedeat vaIley owing to the isstan taneous 
uplift without any lateral erosion (A) and with weak lateral 
erosion (B). 
句、
Fig. 11 Evolution of valley wall (after DAVIS， 1930). 
Next， let us consider the boundary condition which is analogous to that corres-
ponding to existence of thermal radiation at x=O in conduction of heat， without 
thinking its bearing on geomorphic development. Then， the boundary condition to 
be sa tisfied is' 
乞==hu，ド O. (19) 
I，f we take the initial condition 
u==l for x>O， 
the solution of Eq. (9) which satisfies Eq. (19) is as fol1ows (HIRANO， 1966). 
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• 
1 
u=一一一2 いerf;ホ寸(ムトベ与トfc;J37
+却すご:)exp (ヤ)(ん)erfc勺写ω
We can choose here the arbitrary constant h to be b/2a， then we have 
ah _ 2ah-b ~ 
- 一一
(A) 
(8) 
(C) . 
Fig. 12 Recession of valley wall by downcutting of the river. 
• 
Hence， Eq. (20) reduces to 
u=土 (1↓ erf:せと¥ー 2、/at 
? ? ?
??
?
??? ???
?
?? (20') 
The change of the slope profiles with time calculated from Eq. (20') for a=0.25 and 
b=2.0 is shown in Fig. 9-B. 
Now， the geomorphic meaning of the model should be considered. It is to be 
assumed that the sea or the river exists at .x=0 and the sea-cliff or valley wall 
facing to it is always preserved in almost vertical， and that al debris supplied from 
the land or valley wall is always swept out and the height of the terminal .x=0 is 
kept to be zero. Then， the slope profiles should be those shown in Fig. 9-B. How-
ever， this model seems to be far from the actual case， because sea-cliff may not 
keep its first steepness when the sea ceases to advance. 
Nevertheless， the result shown in Fig. 9-B may be taken as a model of the 
downcutting river existing at .x=0 (Fig. 12-A). That is， the deepening of the river 
goes on without widening， and it takes place just like that the steepness f)ujθ.x of 
the foot of the valley wall is proportional to the height of the river-bed ux=o from 
一一
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the base 】evelof ，erosiom choseFl here to be zero. ThresI， the boundary condition (19) 
is sa tisfied. 
Now， we shall eonsider the ，change 0] the lelevati<on of the river-bed with time. 
Subはitutingx==O into Eq. (20')， we g'e:t 
1 1_ _-bt 
ux=o = ~ (1 + erf n /ーー+et"fc
¥ ~ I --- 2~/ rat 
bt ¥ _ 01".f"佐Z
2ゾαtJ 一一2、I，(l・ (2，la) 
Thi's IS included in the mo're general problems with thte boundary cQndition 
u=ψ(t)， at x~O. (21) 
In general， for the gradual deepening of the river the solution satisfying the 
bO"undary condition (21) should be eDlP!oyed.. The case tepresented in Fig. 12ーAis 
a special one is which ψ(t) is given by Eq. (21a). 
1.0 
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Fig. 13 Developtnent of s10pe' pro創eswith the boundary eonai tion ψ(t) . 
If the rate Qf deepening of the river is proportional to the difference of eleva-
tion between出e'base leV'el of eroSぬnand the l'iver floot， we have 
空空一=;:_". ku， X :a: 0， 
8t 
where k is a-eonstant amd taken to be positive. By inぬgrationwe find 
u :_;uo(x)exp( -llt)， at xz=O， (21b) 
where uo(x) is an arbitrary function of x and given as an in似alcondi tion. Hence， 
u given by Eq. (21b) becQmes to be a function of t only， that is， u =ψ(t). 
The solution of Eq. (9) which satisfies the initiaI condition uo= 1 for x>O and 
the boundary condition (21b) is given by (HIRANO， 1967a) 
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u= ; exp (-kt):吋ゆ_~b2-ω2_~erfc~-Wとωt 2a ~ -.- 2~1 at 
+exp~~(b+ゾbZ-4ak2_ !e巾 Z+tゾb2-4ak一 2a j --- 2、/三子
+1(r-bf pfbx}z+bt 一一~1+erf一一「ー -expl，- ) t. I .，-. 2，J at ...，0.1' ¥ a }...，~.....， 2、1"at ¥' 
where k is an arbitrary constant. Taking k=b2j4a， Eq. (22) reduces to 
bx b2t ¥ ~ x . 1 (.. '" x-bt I I bx ¥ . x+bt ( ~一一一一一一 lex-fe -ー+一一~1+erf 一一・-exp(ーァ一一)2a 4a) 寸 2-v1at I 2 t.L I .，.. 2、Iat .，.1' ¥α J "'..， 2~ at ~・
(22) 
(2') 
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Fig.14'Change of riverbed's elevation with time. 
The slope profilesぶvenby Eq. (22') a問 representedin Fig. 13-A， where a=O瓜
b=2.0， and consequently k=4.0. This CeJ，D also be a model of the recession of the 
valley wall by the deepening of the river (Fig. 12-B). 
If the rate of deepening by the river is accelerated at first， and decreases gra・
dually as time goes on， we can approximate this， for instance， by the following 
function: 
1 _ A-bt 
(/) (t) = 1-2 erfc ;:1 ~"t ' (23) 
in which A is a positive constant. ψ(t) given by Eq. (23) is represented for various 
value of A in Fig. 14 graphically. It is noteworthy that the height decreases just 
like that of the divide of the finite mountain as shown in Fig. 6-B. 
The solution which satisfies the condition (23) at x=O and the initial condition 
Uo = 1 for .x>0 is given by (HlRANO， 1967a) 
1. " ~ A+x-bt ¥ 
U=一ζ一(1 + erf . ~ -: ~ .) . ( 24) 
2 ，-.-- 2~/ at } 
The change of the slopes with time given by Eq. (24) is represented in Fig. 13-B 
for a=0.25， b=2.0 and A=0.5. As shown in Fig. 12-C， this model seems to appro-
ximate much better the process of downcutting by the river than any models 
referred before 
In the foregoing models no advance of shore line and no lateral action by river 
stream have been assumed， but next， we shall consider these effects. If the height 
of the foot of the sea-cliff is kept to zero， then the boundary condition may become 
u=O， at ，X=σ(t)， (25) 
、-・. 4 ・ι司..、回晶"
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w here x = (J (t) means the posi tion (¥)f tbe shore line. 
We consider here the case in which the sea advances with a constant velocity 
k for simplicity. Then， d(t) =kt， and we have 
U=u， at x=kt. . (25') 
c:asel、l
k=2b 
c.ase 2 
k=b 
cose: 3
2k=b 
Fig. 15 Slope profiles due to advancing shore line 
with a constant velocity k'. 
The solution of Eq. (9) which satisfies the initial conditi，on 
uo=l， for x>O 
besides (25') is given by (HlRANO， 1966) 
11 ， _ __L X -bt、1_ ~ _ ~， (b-k) U=一一(.1 + erf ~.， i一" )一一一exp~ '-" _ 'V/ (x-kt) 
¥ - I --- 2J al J 2 -."r I 
e氏三一(2空二b)t.
2、Iat 7 
(2，6) 
for x>kt. For a magnitude of the constant k， the following three cases are con-
sidered: 
case l!. k>re'ωssional coefficient b， 
case 2， k=recessional coefficient b， . 
and case 3， kくrecessionalcoefficient b. 
Here， we take k=2b， b and bj2 for cases 1， 2 and 3， respectively. The changes of 
slope with time corresponding to these cases are represented in Fig. 15 for a=0.25 
and b=2.0. Although the convex slopes are formed in every cases， they are remark-
able in. case 1， inwhich k>b. In addition， itmay be noted that case 3 can' be a 
model of recession ofぬevalley wal1. when we take accoun.t of the weak lateral 
一一
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erosion (Fig. 10-B)・ ‘.
For the case where the uplift and subsidence of the terminal are repeated， for 
example， by the eustatic movement， a periodic function of time t should be applied 
to the boundary condition. 
-・
、
6. ~rosibility and structural， relief 
， 
' 
4・
The foregoing discussions have .been made on the assumption that the composing 
material of the slope is homogeneous， but this is only the case， for instance， when 
the mountain is composed of homogeneous crystalline rocks. If there exist remark-
able heterogeneities， the erosibility or susceptibility should differ from place to place. 
But， itis too much complicated to discuss the general model on the basis of such 
different erosibi1ity. Therefore， we start from the simplest case as follows. 
If there exists a hard dike which occurs vertically at the location of x=O， the 
erosibility becomes smal1est at x=O. Em.ploying the model given by Eq. (1)， spatial 
distribution of erosibility inぬiscase may be approximated by 
! I x2、
c(x) = 1一 一一e~p{ I一一一一)、/ 2π ~-r¥， 2 J 
and then， solution of Eq. (1) ~ i~ ..given here by 
u=uo(z)exp{-cQX)-t}.(27) 
Slope profiles given by Eq. (号7)are represented in Fig. 16-A， which seems to repre-
sent a process of the Hartling formation. 
Next， we consider Eq. (2) in which the recessional coefficient is given by 
b(Z)=2+1. 
1+ 12x2 
Then， the solution for this is given by 
u=uo(xo-t)， 
where u=uo(xo) means the initial condition and Xo is given by 
x 
Xo =，-;_/i、dz=÷(2z-arc山 x)
o 
(28) 
The slope profiles given by Eq. (28) are shown in Fig. 16-B which gives development 
of the slope with a vertical shear zone at x=u. 
Likewise， ifa weak layer exists at u=uo horizontally， then we can approximate 
it by taking b in Eq. (2)， for instance， as 
b(u)=1 
1+ (U-uo)2・
But， in this case， the equation becomes non-linear and it is generally hard to solve. 
As shown in the several examples above， by considering the erosional coe飽cients
to be variables， we can introduce the structural relief (KAIZUkA et al.， 1963) due 
to differential erosion. Then， we have the following general equation. 
θuθ2U θu 
=a(x，ムu);:_~: -b(x， t， u)τ -ーc(x，乙u).u， (29) ar -ax~ 
where the erosional coefficients are depending upon x， t and u. But， ifthe structure 
is vertical， they become independent of u， and further if we consider the shorter 
time， they may be taken as functions of only x. 
In any models treated in Sec. 2， the weak part is easily eroded out and the hard 
園田園哩ーー司，n '1-.，.4.- _~ ， セ 日&晶、_...，ー・ リ- --・ F ー ・ー 一一
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Fig. 16 Simple examples， of varying erosibiUty an.d the relaぬd
structural relief. Hartling (A) and Kerncol (B) 
〆
， 
and resistant part remains. ln this meaning， itshould be said that where a is large， 
b as well as c is also large and that the reversal may be true. 
We consider here， as the simplest application of Eq. (29)， the origin of the gentle 
slope composed of debris pil1ed at the foot of the mountain. When the semi-infinite 
mountain formed by the instantaneous u'plift exists at x>O， the debris derived from 
the mountain accumulates at xくO. Thus， we must consider the greater erosibility 
for xくothan that for x>O， since it has heen assumed that the debris is more ero・
sible than the basement rocks composing the mountain.， Therefore， we have Eq. (30a) 
for x>O， and Eq. (30b)_ for xくo; 
θ~: = a1 ð~u: -bθu1 ai = a1 e}x2 -01 e}x ' 
• ロ
eJu2 _ e}2u2 θu2 
θt -a2 θZ2-b20z' 
. 
(30a) 
(30b) 
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Fig. 18 Examples of the composite s，lope with vertical contact 
(A)， and that with horizontal layer (B). 
31 
where we take c =0 and subscript 1 and 2 mean the quantities related to the right 
(basement rock) and left (debris) sides respectively. Thus， itmay be considered 
that Q2>a1 and b2>b1・
As the continuity condition of slope at x=O， several possible cases can be exa-
mined， but， among them we select here the case which is significant in conduction 
of heat in the solid. Then， we ha ve 
32 
u1 =U2， 
f)u 1 .， f)u t)
kー -L=K-J.
1 8x --~θx' 
at X=O. If we assume that 
b12 b22 
4a1 402 
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for simplicity， the lsolution which satisfies the initial condition 
Uo = 1 for x>u， 
uo=O for x<O， 
(31a) 
(31b) 
(32) 
and the continuity condition (31 a・b)have the following expressions provided O2=401 
and b2=2b1 ; 
X-b，t 
u=l一一一erfc-: ;ー とー.2 ----2、I01t 7 
1 . 2b，t-X 
u= 2出C4A/Z7・
(33a) 
(33b) 
the slope profiles given by Eq. (33a) for x>O and by Eq. (33b) for x<O are illust-
rated in Fig. 17 where 01 =0.25 and b1 =2.0. The slopes are composed of two parts， 
so they may be called the comtosite slot，e. 
We discuss next the case in which there exists a vertical dike of 2L width with 
lesser erosibility (erosional coefficients 01 and b1) at the median part of the mountain 
range of 2xo width and of 1.0 height (with erosional coefficients O2 and b2). Then 
we ha ve Eq. (34a) for 0くzくLand Eq. (34b) for x>L : 
θUl θ2u1 I '1. 8u1 
b=G16J+blτァ， (34a) 
f)u2 θ2U2 . 7~ (JU2 乙= 一二 乙 +b一一一. (34b) -G2θx2 i-v2 f)x 
Assuming that the divide is maintained stationary at x=Q and the relation (32) is 
satisfied and that the boundary condition (31) is also satisfied at x=L， we have 
the following expression for u (HIRANO， 1967b) : 
1 . kdl-X-blt 1 _ __~ I kb1xO u1=1一一一erfc 一一 一ー一exp(2 ---- 2，v Olt 2 --.-;-¥ 01 erfc 
kdl +x+ b1t C一一 「一 ，く35a)2，v 01t 
z。-x--b2t 1 __ ( b2(σ2+XO) u2 =1ー→~erfc 一一一一一exp{2 ---- 2，v 02t 2 -.-;t 202 
where u1 isobtained for 0くzくLand u2 for x>L， and 
一
ば Cσ2+竺22t
2，v 02t 
k=喧/一空L，kdl =kxo-kL十L，kd2=kxo-2kL+2L. 
O2・
(35b) 
Slope profiles given by Eq. (35a) and s，q. (35b) are represented in Fig.18-A for 
O2=:;0.25， b2=2.0， L=0.2， xo=1.2 and k=0.5. The model seems to explain well the 
origin of the so-called dike-ridge (Fig. 19-A). 
Next， we consider the origin of the so-called structurol benchlond. When the 
top of the mountain rising at x>O is covered with a resistant bed resting horizon-
tally， and when it is not subdued at al， inother words， its subdueing coe白cientis 
equal to zero， the clif of the layer retreats with a constant rate k being lesser than 
b which is the recessional coefficient of the underlying rock. Then the boundary 
condition 
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u = Uo， at x ==kt (36) 
should be satisfied， where Uo (constant) means the height of the base of the layer. 
Because， ifthe clif retreats with the constant rate k independently of the erosional 
process of the underlying rock， the solution for the part of the slope composed of 
the hard layer is given by u=uo(x-kt). 
The solution of Eq. (9) which satisfies Eq. (36) is given by (HIRANO， 1967b) 
/"1 I ___L X-bt ¥ I Uo _ __{ (b-k) (x-kt) } _ _LXー (2k-b)tu=ユ (1 + erf : I v". 1 +:0exp ~ ¥ V 'v / ¥.- 'v" / ~ 
¥ - I --- 2、!at J I 2 --s;-t a ) -- 2、!at 
(37) 
( A) 
(8) 
Fig. 19 Model of dike-ridge (A) and Mesa topography (B). 
for x<kt. The resulting slope profiles are represented in' Fig. 18-B for a =0.25 
b=4.0 and k=2.0. This model can be applied to the explanation of so-called Mesa 
topography (Fig. 19-B). 
Combined with the modelof the advancing shore line which is given by Eq. (26)， 
this model can also be used to explain the origin of the structural benchland. If a 
resistant layer rests horizontally from Ho to H1 in height， the boundary conditions 
to be satisfied here are 
u=Ho， x=kt 
at the base of the layer， and 
u=Hh x=kt 
at the top of the layer. Then， the solution for U>Hl is given by 
Ut-H.1 1. ， t>.x-bt ¥ Ul-H1 _ . { (b-k) (.x-kt) u1=H1+ -1 n --1 (l+erf ー=) _ -1 n --.l exp ~ 
¥ - I --- 2、!at J 2 ---S;-l a 
z-(2k-b)t 
(37a) 
where U1 (constant) means the upper limit of the slope. The solution for u<Ho 
is obtained from Eq. (37) by replacing Uo by Ho， that is， 
("1 I __L .x-bt ¥ I Ho _ __( (b-k) (x-kt) l__~x -(2k-b) t u=二三L(1+erf -)+-Lexp! ? 
¥ - I ....-- 2、!at J I 2 -..1:" t a } -- 2、!at 
The slope profiles obtained above are represented in Fig. 20 for a =0.25， b =4.0， 
k=2.0， U1 =1.0， Ho =0.5 and H1 =0.54. The solution illustrated in Fig. 20 is highly 
acceptable， except that the clif of the resistant layer retreats without any subdueing. 
As shown in these results， the concept that there is each repose angle corres-
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ponding to the various kinds of materisls composing tbe slope can be well intro-
duced into the Olodel. Further researches should be expected on the erosional coeffi-
cients for each rock， but the relative' ratio of the erosional coe節centsat the contact 
of the di妊erentmaterials seems to be able to be determined qualitatively at least 
by a precise morphometry of the slope. 
orlginal slope 
resistant layer 
Fig. 20 Model of stractural benchland. 
In this section， the differential erosion and th'e resulting structulial relief were 
introduced into the model by considering the erosional coefficients as space varia-
bles. NeverthelesS， ifthe erosional coefficients depend upon u， the equation becomes 
non-linear， and_ i t isgenerally di侃cultto solve it without any conventional assum-
ptions. 
7. Endogenic force 
In the previous sections， we considered the cases where the erosion started from 
the definite topography r，epresen旬dby the function f(x). But_， inthe actual topo‘ 
graphic developm.en丸itseems rather general that as the upheaval of the peneplane 
goes 01l， the erosive process also proceeds in parallel so that the variety of the land'-
forms is resulted. In other words， starting from zero initial elevation， the relative 
height is reached as a result of the endogenic force. 
If the uplift takes place without any erosion， the rate of upheaval is given by 
θν -f(x， t). (38) 
θt 
In order to introduce the e妊ectof the endogenic force represented by Eq. (38)， we 
should add the term f(x， t) to the right side of the differential equation， for instance 
Eq. (11)， then we have for the homogeneous mountain， 。u a2u θu 
=a ーか一一一cu+f(x，め. (39) θtθx2 . ax 
By the elementary transformation Eq. (39) reduces to 
θuθ2V 
=a _ _十F(x，め， (39') 
-一一
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in which 
F(x， t)=exp(αt-sx) .f(x， t) 
with α=b2/4a and s=b/2a. Eq. (39') is mathematically nothing but the equation of 
heat conduction with heat supply， and its general solution satisfying v=O at t=O is 
given by 
v(x， t) = 
t +∞ 
F(E，τ) n r 1 
2Vαπ(t-τ〉
? ? ?
?
?? ?? ?
』 ? d~d，τ. (39") 
In order to speculate the origin of the landforms it is essentially important to 
determine the function f(x， t) by geomorphic and/or geologic investigations. Gene-
rally speaking.， itmight be difficult to know f(x， t) exactly， but it may be assumed 
that 
f(x， t) =X(x)・T(t)，
where X(x) and T(t) are functions only of x and t respectively. It is comparati . 
vely easy to investigate the spatial distribution of the amount of uplift denoted by 
X(x) which is reflected in the geologic structures， while rate of uplift T(t) is rather 
difficult to assume. 
lf the mountain is formed by the instantaneous endogenic force (Davisian con-
cept on the endogenic force)， T(t) is an im)うulse-typedfunction like delta function， 
and the results are the same as those started from the initial conditions. Therefore， 
in this case we can. use the previous results just as it is. 
Following PENCK'S assumption if the internal force works continuously only 
changing its strength， T(t) can be approximated by a constant for a short interval， 
U 
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Fig. 21 Development of fault scarp with constant velocity of upheaval 
(A) and with exponentially decreasing veloeity of upheaval (B). 
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and in the following discus討onthis is cal1ed the intern叫 forceof the unグ'ormtype. 
If the uplift takes place quickly at first， diminishes gradually as time goes on， 
and finaUy the magnitude of upheavaI remains finite as a whole， then we can employ 
for T(t)， for instance， the exponentiaI function. This may be caI1ed the endogenic 
force of the eXtonential type. 
Now we consider the slope profiles corresponding to the three types of endo-
genic force， i.e. the im_ρuJse，the unグo.rmand the exρon，ential ~ypes. Case 1: The 
impuIse type， where 
Llt 
lim ¥"T(t)dt= 1.
Llt→o 
Case 2 : The uniform type， where 
T(t) =Kb 
for O<tく1jKband 
l/Kb 
T(t)dt== 1.
(40) 
(41a) 
(41b) 
Here the rate of upheavaI is related to the recessionaI coefficient b for convenience 
to further discussions. Case 3 : The exponentiaI type， where 
T(t) =k・exp(-kt) (42a) 
for 0くtく∞，and here k is an arbitrary constant and positive. That is， 
+∞ 
T(t)dt=l. 
We assume the spatial distribution of upheaval X(x) to be 
X(x) =1， x>O I 
X(x) =0， xくo¥ 
(42b) 
(43) 
for alI three cases. This means that a vertical fault exists at x=O.; Thus， we are 
to consider the development of the fault-scarp. 
Assuming the denudational coefficient to be zero， the equation tp be solved be-
comes to 
θuθ2U θu 
=aて ?43Z一+X(x)・T(t). (44) 
It must be noted that the erosibi1ity differs between basement rock at x>O and 
debris at x<O as stated before. For conveniences' sake， however， the erosional coeffi-
cients of debris and basement are to be equal in magnitude. Then， the solution of 
case 1 is the same as that obtained for Eq. (9) under the initial corldition Uo =1 for 
x>O， which has been given by Eq. (10') or (10つandillustrated in Fig. 3-B. 
The solution for case 2 isgiven by Eq. (45a) for x>O， or by Eq. (45b) for x>O : 
I aK (_~L_ x_:bt ι f bx \_~L_ x+bt 
u=Kbt+一一、erfc一一 一exoI ".. ¥ 
I 2b t--2、/at -..r ¥ a J 
一 { (X-bt)2 J， K /'-.L __ ~ ___L_ x-bt ~K../豆町~- い一(bt-x)erfc ~- I "':.L πt 4at) I 2 ，- -/ ----2，v at 
I aK { I bx ¥ 1.. ，. x+bt ¥ 1." ，. x -bt ¥ I u==ー でアー {ex p ( .， -- ¥ ( 1-+erf :-"一一1-=-( 1 + erf :-.'" . 1 >t ---6 ¥ aハI ---2ぺ/a t J ¥ -I --- 2.J a tハ
-K../瓦， (x-bt)2!KJz-bt) ，/-- xp- c十一一(bt-x)(1十erf~- I "':.L ) J' 1: -~~~ ~ 4at) I 2 '-"' -J ¥... I _A~ 2，v at J' 
(45a) 
(45b) 
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and the soIution for case 3 is given by Eq. (46a) for x>O or by Eq. (46b) for x<O， 
in which k=b2j4a (HlRANO， 1967a) : 
1 I~ bx 
u=l--exp( -kt) 十一~ (1一一一2 ，- 2a 叫)ht-Z
x-bt ， / kt _ __( (x-bt)2 一一一erfc:~ I一一+ゾ一一exp{- t 2 _..-2"，/ at I J' π ，_-I 4at' (46a) 
1 1. bx、I . _ bx ¥ I 
u==一一一I(1 _，_一一一lexp(-kt一一一一1( 1 + erf ~ P;"ー
2 ，. 2a J 円 2aハ 2、/at 
1 ， _ _.1" X-bt ¥， / kt _ __ ( (x-bt)2 1 + ~ (1 + erf ~- jー )+ 1/"'~ exp~ート (46b) ，.I ._.... 2"，/ at J I J' π I 4at ¥ 
The change of sIope profiles with time given by these solutions is represented in 
Fig. 21-A for K= 1.0 and in Fig. 21-B for k=4.0， taking a=0.25 and b=2.0. As 
these slope profiles show asymmetric and convex forms as a whole， they may be 
classified as the quasi-convex slo.ρe. 
Next， we shall consider the e妊ectof the rate of upheavaI upon the sIope pro-
files. On the upheaval there wiH be the variety of movements， but excepting the 
instantaneous uplift， we may approximate the continuous uplift by what goes on with 
a constant rate， as far as the relatively short intervaI is considered. In this sence， 
the uniform type of the endogenic force is essentially important. 
CASE l' ('K=2.0) 
CASE 2 (K.I.O) 
CASE 3 (K.O.5") 
Fig. 22 Effect of the rate of the upheaval on the 
steepness of the slopes. 
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Rernembering that b de:notes the recessional coefficient and K a proportionality 
constant， we obtain from Eqs. (45a) and (45b) for various values of K a series of 
profiles. These slope profiles have been represented in Fig. 22 for K=2.0 (case 1)， 
K=1.0 (case 2) and K=O.5 (case 3). In case 1， rate of upheaval Kb is greater 
than b， incase 2 Kb equal to b and in case 3 Kb lesser than b. Fig. 22 shows 
clearly how the rate of upheaval relates to the steepness of the slope， and this 
supports the PENCK'S conclusion that the steepness of the slope corresponds to the 
rate of upheaval. 
Moreover， itshould be noted that there is a close relation between erosional 
coefficients and free term X(x). In the previous discussions， a fault was assumed 
to be at x=O， ，orX(x) is disoontinuous at x=O， i. e. aXjθx=∞ at x==O. Tbis means 
geologically that nearby the fault， having been crushed the basement rock composing 
the mountain， the erosional coefficients become very large. Therefore， itmight be 
said that the magnitude of the erosional coefficients is probably correlative toθXjθx. 
Physically this is rather reasonable， ifthe properties of the basement rock can be 
approximated by that of the elastic body. Because， for the case in which a high-
angle reverse fault occurs， main part of the distortional strain energy which perhaps 
rules the degree of crushing is considered to be proportional to aXjθX (SANFORD， 
1959). 
8. Morphology of fault-scarps 
Here we want to compare the meaning of the solutions given in the previous 
section with that of the Eq. (10") in mQre datails. To interprete the relative mag-
nitude of erosion or deposition in each case， we define the following increment of 
the eleva tion : 
Ju= (uー ν)tー (u-ν)t+ω (47)
in which νmeans the change of elevation independent of the erosion or deposition 
and is resulted by the endogenic force and obtained from Eq. (38). The net erosion 
corresponds to positive Ju， while the net deposition to negative Ju. 
For the slopes shown in Fig. 3-A， Fig. 21-A and in Fig. 21-B， each of which has 
been drawn with the time-interva10.1 and has X(x)=:l or uo(x)=] for x>O and 
c=O， the increments of elevation denned here are represented in Fig. 23. 
Comparing the results represented in Fig. 3-B and in Fig. 21-A， or i⑪ Fig. 23-A 
and Fig. 23-C， there is a fundamental difference between these cases about the 
relation between the debris at x<O and the basement rock at x>O， that is， inFig. 3-B 
the forlner abuts to the latter while in Fig. 21-A they are separated by the fault. 
Furthermore in Fig. 23-C， the accumulation of debris continues so long as the fault 
is active. It is also evident from the results shown in Fig.22 that the faster the 
upheaval goes on， the more the debris accumulates. But in Fig. 23-A， after a short 
duration of accumulation in the beginning soon follows the erosion. 
Next， we pay attentions to the erosive process of the basement rock adjacent 
to the fault. Increment Ju quickly diminishes as time goes on in Fig. 23ーAbut the 
maximum height always decreases near the active fault in' Fig.23-C. How erosive 
force acts on the basement rocks is reflected inl the freshness of the outcrops of the 
basement nearby the fault， which is stil active in Fig. 21-A， but is out of movement 
in Fig. 3-B. 
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Above-mentioned facts may be briefly summarized as follows ; while the fault 
is still active， the erosion or the accumulation takes places on or nearby it. As the 
activity of the fault becomes weaker or ceased， the front where erosion or accumu-
lation takes place most intensely goes far from it. 50 we can infer the activity of 
the fau'lt or characteristics of faulting from the degree of dislocation of the front. 
We consider here the properties of the slopes corresponding to these cases. The 
slope shown in' Fig. 3-B is symmetric， while that of Fig. 21-A is asymmetric and 
quasi-convex. The difference in shape between these can be checked easily by 
plotting these on the probability paper. As represented in Fig. 24 graphically， the 
slope profiles following the instantaneous uplift are shown by straight lines on the 
probability paper with x in abscissa and， relative height in ordinate， but those owing . 
to continuous u，plifting show convexity nearby the fault. (The difference may be 
、 ? ? ? ??， ，
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Fig. 23 Type of endogenic force and duration and intensity of erosion or accumulation， 
where (A) corresponds to impulse type， (B) to exponential type and (C) to 
uniform type， respectively， and the increment of height has been given for the 
interval dt=O .1. 
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checked from the precise morphometry of t1le s'lopes. ln addition， 'the fact that the 
steepness of the slope is in proportion to the rate of upheaval is convenient to know 
the relative rate of upheaval now going on. The slope profiles shown in Fig 21-B 
is one of the transient types between them. This can be also confirmed by the 
results represented in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. 
It is one of the essential problems to the investigation of fault to know its 
present activity， i.e. either it now is hardly active or completely stops its activity 
or its movement is in its culmination. A few morphological criterions as mentioned 
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Fig. 24 Difference in shape among the slopes owing to the various types of the endo-
genic force， that is， the impulse type (A)， the exponential type (B) and the 
uniform type plotted in probahility paper with relative height in ordinate and 
distance il a bscissa. 
above may be useful for this purpose， that is， the relation between debris asd base-
ment， duration of erosion and accumulation or the position of the front， and the 
steepness or property of the slope. Of course， the difference of the erosibility in 
the sence sta ted in Sec. 6 is also to be considered. 
9. Continuous uplift and the convex slope 
50 far we have obtained the solutions (45a) or (45b) and (46a) or (46b)， they 
were without considerill，g the particular boundary condition. :aut， the boundary 
conditions for the problem of the slope deformations occurred after the instantaneous 
uplift can also be considered to that due to continuous uplift. 
Under the assumption that the fault exists at x==O and the debris derived from 
the mountain is swept out perfectly so as to keep up the foot of the mountain to 
zero level， we have the simiIar boundary condition as Eq. (17)， that is， 
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u=O，z=O 
As the basic equation， we have Eq. (44) which is independent of the position of 
the origin， Then， we can use the solution of Eq. (9) with the boundary condition 
ψ(t) at x=O and the initial condition uo(x)， which satisfy the following relation for 
any x and t : 
X(x)・T(t)dt==uo(x)一ψ(t). (48) 
The relation has been illustrated in Fig. 25， where the initial condition for Eq. (44) 
is assumed to be zero. For instance， when the instantaneou包 uplifttakes place 
according to (40) and (43)， Eq. (48) is formulated by Uo (x) =1 for x>O and ψ(t) ==0， 
and the solution has already qeen given by Eq.. (18). 
u '1' Lゐf刀
lIo(Xj・fJ(f)
---回・・・・・・・田・
，(1) 
x χ 
u 
/X(Xj'了'(fjdf
， 
x x 
Fig. 25 Identity of downcutting river (above) and ・ 
antecedent river (below). 
Now we consider the case where T(t) and X(x) are given by 
The boundary and initial conditions determined by Eq. (48) are 
ψ(t) = 1-Kbt， 
uo==l， x>O. 
(41a) and (42). 
(49a) 
(49b) 
The solution of Eq. (9) with the 
1967a) 
conditions (49a) and (49b) is given by (HIRANO， 
K _.. . _ x-bt u == l 一二三一 (bt-x) erfc~. l '一2 ，-. -/ ----2"，/ 0 t 
I bx ¥ . x+ bt +一一(bt+x)exp(一-jerk-t一 (50) 
¥ 0 J -.-2、/at . 
The deforInation of the slope with time calculated from this equation is shown in 
Fig. 26-A for 0==0.25 and b=2.0. This is one of the examples of the convex slopes. 
Transferring the co-ordinate in the direction of ordinate so as to be satisfied the 
boundary condition (17)， this is brought into coincidence with the soIution to be 
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Fig. 26 Models satisfyiqg the removal boundary condition， where (A) shows 
uniform development and (s} waxing developm.ent vespectively. 
obtained for Eq. (44). 
Next， we condider the case where T(t) and X(x) are given by (42a) and 
(43). This is the case where the rate of upheaval decreases exponentialIy. Then， 
using the relation (48)， the corresponding boundary and initial conditions are found 
to oe the same as (21b)， that is 
ψ(t) ~ exp (-kt)， 
uo=l， x>u. 
The solution of Eq. (9) with the above conditions has already been given by Eq. (2') 
for k=b2/4a (Fig. 13-A). Transferring the co-ordinate as before， w'e can find out 
the required s'olutI'on. 
Finally， we consider the case where the rate of upheaval is accelerated and 
given by 
T(t) =exp(kt) +kt・exp(kt).
The initial and boundary conditions corresponding to (43) and (51) are 
uo=l， x>u， 
ψ(t) =1-t. exp (kt). 
(51) 
(51a) 
(51h) 
Under the above condition together with the Eq. (9)， the following expression is 
found for u : 
u=1-÷wht〉 t - . __ x. _ ) exp t~ (b一、Ib
2 + 4ak)、Ib2十4akJ…r I 2a × 
• 
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刈rfc~-t.Jb2-I4ak + ( t+ ， . ~ x ， . ) e xo 
一一 I ¥ '" I 、/b2+4akJ ..，....~ × 
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??? ??
?
?
? ?
?↑ ー ?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
x erfc~+tJ23a!!_ 1;. (52) 
乙，/at
The slope profiles given by Eq. (52) are represented in Fig. 26-B for a=O.25， b=2.0 
and k= 1.29. Here also the convex slop'e is， formed. 
As shown in the foregoing discussions， ifthe debris is removed perfectly， the 
convex slope appears not only when the instantaneous upheavaI takes place， but aIso 
when the landmass undergoes the crustal movemeut oontinuously. The latter boun-
dary condition is one of the essential factors deciding the property of the slope and 
may be cal1ed the removal boundary conditi:on. 
It should be noted that the slope resulted from continuous uplift with the remo・
val boundary condition can not be distinguished in its shape from the one started 
from the definite shape satisfying the boundary condition q;(t). This would means 
that the antecedent river is essentially the same as the downcutting river and in 
both cases the removal boundary condition is satisfied. The valley-side sIope is 
one of the good examples where the removal boundary condition is satisfied， and 
thus it should be classifyed from the hill-side sIope where no particular boundary 
condition is considered. 
10. Type of slope developmenも
On sIope development there is PENCK'S idea that the characteristic of the slope 
is chiefly determined by which type of uplift has taken place (PENCK， 1924). He 
distinguished the three types of development， that is， the aufsteigende Entwicklung 
(waxing development)， the gleichjormige Entwicklung (uniform development) and 
the absteigende Entwicklung (waning development). Here we consider the models 
which develop just as defined by PENCK. 
In order to investigate the type of development， itseems to be important to 
know the position on the slope where the erosive force acts most intensely. This 
position coinsides with the front of erosion. In the aufsteigende Entwicklung the 
maximum rate of decrease of the height appears at the foot or the lowest part of 
the slope， and in the absteigende Entwicklung this appears at the upper part of the 
slope. Thus， the position where the maximum degradation occurs could be consid-
ered as a parameter for deciding the type of the slope development. 
The slope profile given by the solution of differential equation is regarded as a 
function of x and t， that is， u =u (.x， t)， and the rate of change of the height is given 
by θuj8t， which is also a function of x and t. Therefore， by further differentiation 
with .x and putting it to be zero we can find out the position x=ダ wherethe 
maximum rate of degraration occurs. That is， the solution of 。2u O 
(53) 
?
?
? ?
?
?
?
?
? ?
?
。 ?
?
??
?
??????
?
?』 ? ?
?
??
?
】
? Especially for the solution satisfying Eq. (9)， Eq. (53) may be 
。2u O 
(53') 
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Here， as an example， we obtain x' and (θu/ot)x=x' 
metric slope appears. Then the solution is given by 
for the case where the sym・
1_ _ x-bt 
u == (= 1 + erf ~- /.:.ー
¥.- I --- 2，/ a t 
under the initiaI condition Uo =1 for x>O. 
we find 
Di妊erentiatingthis successively by x 
• 
ou 1 一一{ (x-bt)2 一一一= 一一exo<ー 1'. 8x -2、Iant-..r l 4at) ， 
θ2U bt-x ~ __ ( (x-bめ2
一一 =ー ，一一一expく- . _ 1・8 x2 4at，/ ant _..r I 4at ¥ ' 。3U (x-bt)2-2at __ ( (x-ht)2 
ox3 - 8a2t，J京子 …1-') - 4at 
Substituting (54b) and (54c) into (53')， and using the relation 
(x-bt)2 exp~一』 -t} キ0， for t>O， 
we obtain 
x2 -2at-b2t2 =0. 
Taking the positive root we find 
‘ 
(54a) 
(54b) 
(54c) 
x'==、12af十 b2~ (55a) 
as the position of the maximum rate of degradation (front of erosion). The trace 
of x' in x-u plane is represented in Fig. 27-A. Substituting (日a)into (54a) and 
(54b)， and the results so obtained iμo Eq. (9) in turn， We find 
βu ¥ x' _ _.. . ~ ( (x' -bt)2 
V max ='"-= :一 )l ，- J { 8t J x=，x' - 4t，/ aπt '"'~f' ，- 4at • (S5b) 
Using the results， we can describe the development of the slope given by the 
prescribed solution~ As represented by E'q. (55b) ， V max decreases as time goes Os， 
thus the slope below x' shows exactly the characteristics of the absteigende Entwi-
cklung defined by PENCK. 
On the other hand， we can obtain the inflection point x" from 。2u o 
and it is evident from Eq. (54b) that the inflection point is given by 
x" ==bt - (55c) 
i，n' this case. Above xヘtheslope is convex， and it is concave below xぺ But，the 
position of x" does not coinside with tha t of x' in general. 
This example shows that the position of x" and x' and the change Qf V max with 
time wiII become convenient factors for the property of slopes and for the type of 
slope development. Especially， using x' and V max we can classify the aufsteigende 
Entwicklung and the absteigende Entwicklung as foUows; the aufsteigende Entwi-
cklung corresponds to the type of slope development in which x' exists at the 
Iowest part of the slope and V max increases as time goes on， whi1e the absteigende 
Entwicklung to such that in which x' exists at the upper part o~ the slope and V max 
decreases with time. 
Now， we con take the slope profiles given by Eq. (47) as an example of the 
aufsteigende Entwicklung. In this case it is easily supposed that 
x' =0， (56a) 
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V max==exp(kt) +kt・exp(kt).
45 
(56b) 
ど givenby (56a) is at the lowest part of the slope and maximum decreasing of 
height given by (56b) increases as time goes on. Moreover， x" does not e玄iston 
the slope and the whole profile is convex. 
In the case of the slope profiles gi ven by Eq. (20') 
ダ=bt，
v b 一一max-2、必万・
(57a) 
(57b) 
For the smaller value of t， x" becomes almost to zero and is in the lower part of 
the slope .(Fig. 27-B， where the figure has been drawn for the solution of Eq. (44) 
together with the removal boundary condition) and the slope profile is also convex. 
Nevertheless， Vn1ax given by Eq. (47b) decreases with time and this does not corre-
spond to the aufsteigende Entwicklung. The same is also the case with the slope 
profiles given by Eq. (22'). 
The boundary condition for obtaining Eq. (50) is </)(t) =1-Kbt， and since the 
erosional coefficient is taken to be constant， the condition is the same as that assu-
med by PENCK to define the gleichformige Entwicklung (PENCK， 1924). For Eq. (50) 
we find 
x' = 0， (58a) 
V max==Kb. (58b) 
To be different from the illustration by PENCK， x' given by (58a) exists at the lowest 
part of the slope， and this is resulted from Zurundung of the summit， of which 
PENCK have taken no thought. 
• 
、-~~-
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Provided the solutIlon for the finite mountain and the greater value of t to be 
considered， itmay be supposed that x' coinsides with the divide and V max decreases 
exponintially with time. Position of x" is also near the divide. Thus， we may 
conclude that the almost typical absteigende Entwicklung with the concave slope 
can be expected in the later stage of slope development. 
The property of the s~ope and the type of slope development seem to be not 
always strictly correlative but each type of slope development proposed by PENCK 
correspends to a certain combination of the position of x' and the change of V max 
with time， that is， inthe aufsteigende Entwicklung 〆existsat the lowest part of 
the slope and Vmax increases with time， in the absteigende Entwicklung， x'exists at 
the upper part of the slope and V max decrl，eases as time goes on， and in the gleich-
formige Entwicklung，ど existsat the lowest part of the slope， provided the Zurun圃
dung to be taken into account， and V max does not depend on t. The property of the 
slope or the type of the slope development seems to rather depend upon whether the 
removal boundary condition exists or not and also upon the stage of the development 
defined before. 
11. Multiple processes and initial condition 
The results o1;>tained in the previous sections were related to the single process 
of erosion. Here we shall consider the case where the muitiple processes can be 
recognized. Am∞g the previouS' models" fdr imstance" wnen the landmass undergoeS' 
the uniform upheaval occurred continuously with time from t=O to t= 1/ Kb， the 
process can be divided into two stages ; that is， the interval in which the upheaval 
is going on with . the constant rate and the period in which the movement 
stopped. The slope profiles for the latter are obtained with the initial condition 
u(x， l/Kb) ， where l/Kb means the moment when thre upheaval stopiped. 'This idea 
is also applicable to the case where the sea advances into the land. 
On the other hand， itseems to exist the slope which requires the complicated 
initial condition in order to be explained as the result of the single process of erosion. 
To introduce such an initial condition for the land-surface which is originally flat， 
there must be a litle complicated geologic structure， so IOl1，g as we assume that the 
crustal movements are not repeated. 
On the contrary， for the case where such geologic structures can not be expected， 
we should consider the multiple processes in the sense mentioned above， by which 
we can well introduce rather complicated initial condition for the second process of 
slope development， even if the geologic structur，e were simple. For instance， the 
structure corresponding to profile given by Eq. (50) is a fault existing at x=u， and 
for the second process of slope development， we ha ve the slope at t= 1/ Kb when 
the upheaval ceased， and the initial condition shown by this slope is not simple. 
It seems to be necessary to introduce the concept of the multiple processes in 
order to investigate the origin of the topography and its reliability on the geologic 
structures and movements. Especially this treatment seems to be essentiaUy important 
to eonsider the formation of terrace or Piedmonttrφρe due to intermittent upheaval. 
We discuss here the case where the instantaneous uplifts take place twice within 
the interval T: Starting from the initial relief u=Uo (constant) for x>O approached 
by the first instantaneous uplift at t=O， at the time t==T the landmass undergoes 
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instantaneously the second uplift and takes the elevation U1・
which satisfies the boundary condition (17)， that is， 
u=O， at x=O 
Then the solution， 
is given by 
U=UO-Wh for O<tくT，
U=U1-W2， for tくT，
「ー一一ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一ー一ーでニ--・一一一一一一一一一一一一ーーーーー一一一一ー』ー一ー 一ー一ー???
Fig. 28 Formation of knick point by repeated instantaneous upheavals. 
where w1 and w2 are represented by (HIRANO， 1967a) 
o ( 1" X-bt I bx ¥ 1" X+bt W1 ==ー云~~erfc 一一+exp( :~~ ) r~"A 4'-' 2、/at I '-'~J:' ¥ a } '-'A 4'-' 2、!at ¥ ' 
Z-bt I bx ¥ i" ~'C +bt 
ω2 =UO ~ erfc;: I "'_~1 + exp ( V_ ) erfc 一一2、/at ' ---r ¥ a J ---2、/at 
(U1-U1。)(___~_ x-b(t-T) ， __1 bx ¥ ___~_ x+b(t-T) ) 
ハ ~ erfc::- I" ~ : :: +exp ( ，，- ) erfc 一一 ~. (59b) t -._-2，v a(t 十 ¥α J-._-2，v a(t-T) ¥ 
For the second process of the development started from t=T， we have the initial 
condition u(x， T). The slope profiles given by Eq. (59b) has been represented in 
Fig. 28 for a=0.25， b=2.0， Uo=0.5， U1=1.0 and T=0.3. As shown in Fig.28， rather 
complicated initial condition and the slope profiles are made by the combination of 
two processes， and the spatial distribution of upheaval or g~ologic structure corres-
ponding to them is the simplest one. The result is useful to explain the origin of 
terrace or Piedmonttreρe， or formation of knick point. Comparing the actual slope 
profiles as well as the geologic structure or history with tha t of the calcula ted one， 
we can investigate the origin of the topography case by case. The slope resulted 
from the multiple processes may be called the co~ρound sloρe. 
Generally speaking， any combination of several processes is quite possible. When 
a longer geologic time is considered， itis rather usual that the several processes of 
topographic development are distinguished. Thus， itis in the case where the only 
short duration is considered that the actual process can be approximated by the 
single process. Even in this case， the characteristic history of the region is refiected 
in the initial condition. Of cource， itmust further be considered that geologic 
history andjor geologic structure are always deciding the spatial distribution of 
erosibility. 
(59a) 
12. Classification of the slopes 
Finally the writer intends to classify a mumber of slopes derived from the mathe. 
matical model hitherto treated. If the erosional coe伍cientsare variables， itwill 
、E 
， 
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easUy be supposed that the irregular slope owing to the irregularity of the erosiona[ 
coefficients will appear. This is most remarkable in such cases as harder dyke， 
weaker crushed part， or any layered structure exists. The composite slope is also 
included in this class. But， here we consider the slopes being composed of the 
homogeneous material throughout its height. 
More important factors whilch hav，e effect on the property of the slope seem to 
be the stage of its development and the removal boundary condition. If the debris 
derived from the mountain and pilled up on its foot has the same erosibility as that 
of the mountain itself， the symmetric slope or the quasi-convex slope may appear. 
Table 2 Classiication of the slopes 
(compound and conposite slopes are ommitted) 
* means the slope which has not yet modeled but predicted. 
** the type of development which has not been defined by PENCK. 
Vma玄
， 
lncrease 
Series 1 
constant 
(valley -side slope) 
decrease 
I increase 
or constant 
Series [f 
(hillside slope) 
decrease 
ー
ear lier stage 
convex slope 
(aufsteigende 
Entwicklung) 
convex slope 
(gle，ichformige 
Entwicklung) 
convex slope to 
quasi -symmetric 
slope (*) 
quasi -convex slope 
(*) 
quasi-convex slope 
or symmetric slope 
(*) 
later stage 
convex slope* 
(aufsteigende 
Entwicklung) 
graded slQpe* 
(gleichformige 
Entwicklung) 
concave slope* 
(absteigende 
Entwicklung) 
quasi-convex slope* 
(**) 
concave slope 
(absteigende 
Entwicklung) 
When the removal boundary condition is satisfied， that is， debris derived from the 
mountain is removed perfectly， the resulted slope is convex or quasi-symmetric. 
These distinct series are corresponding， for instance， to hill-side slo.ρes (Seris 11) 
and to valley-side slo.ρe'S (Series 1) respectively. 
Next， the stage of development should be considered. We have chiefly treated 
the semi-infinite mountain in the previous sections， but the mountain is finite in 
usua1. And the results obtained for the semi-infinite mountain are useful in the 
ealier stage of the development. When the later stage of development is considered， 
the concave， slope seems to appear in general， inconnection with th，e endogenic force 
or the boundary condition expected in the natural worldi. In addition， we can 
distinguish three types of the slope development， that is， the aufsteigende Entwick-
lung， the gleichfδrmige Entwicklung， or the absteigende Entwicklung. 
Of course the foregoing discussion should hold on the slopes due to a single pro . 
cess but the multiple processes and the compound slopes resulted from it are rather 
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usual when the longer geologic time is considered. A proposal of the classmcation 
of the slopes due to a single process is shown in Table 2. 
13. Supplementary discussions and conclusion 
Mathematical model proposed here has the following expr.ession ; 
θuθ2U θu 
==Q (x， t， u)ττ-b(x，たu)τ -ーc(x，ムu).u+ f(x， t)， (60) 
uι aXG 
in which u : elevation， t: time， x : horizontal distance， Q: subdueing coe:ficient， b: 
recessional coe:ficient， c : denudational coe伍cient，and f(x， t) : arbitrary function of 
x and t. In addition， we can introduce the boundary condition and the initial con-
dition to Eq. (60). 
Structural relief due to the di妊erentialerosion is introduced by taking the 
coefficients Q， b and c to be valiables of ~ピ ， t and u in the broadest sense. When 
the coefficients do not depend on u， the equation is 1泊earand the solution of it is 
obtained ra ther easily. 
If the mountain is composed of homogeneous material， a as wel1 as b becomes 
to be constant. When Eq. (60) is applied to the finite mountain， the coefficient c is 
considered to be negligibly small. Furthermore， the term f(x， t)， which gives the 
effects of the crustal movements， issupposed to be separable into variables， then 
we have 
θU eJ2u θu 
==Qτ一?-b-7一+X(x)・T(t) (60') 
instead of Eq. (60). Here we consider the meaning of Eq. (60') which is one of the 
linear partial differential equation of 2nd rank and has huge solutions. 
In order to explain the various aspects of slope development which is compli-
cated by many factors the model should have a great number of solutions. Eq. (60') 
can just reply to this requirement. In addition， Eq. (60') is of parabolic type and 
can well explain the irreversible process. Topographic development is considered 
as a irreversible process in which the material existing in a restricted region or 
supplied there by the crustal movement is su妊eredfrom weathering and erosion to 
be removed and scattered into the surrounding regions. In this meaning， Eq. (60') 
can be at least a first approximation to the basic equation which controls the ero・
sional process. 
Effect of the endogenic force can be introduced by X(x) .T(t)， where X(x) gives 
the spatial distribution of the endogenic force and T(t) its rate. We can distinguish 
the several types of T (t)， that is， the exponential type， the uniform type， the 
impulse type， etc. The impulse-typed endogenic force corresponds to the Davisian 
concept on the crustal movement. For the continuous uplift， we can also employ 
the exponential type， the uniform type， etc. The model with accelerated upheaval 
seems to be applied for rather short interval. 
The first term of the right side of Eq. (60') would correspond to erosion by 
creeping andぬesecond term to that by the running water including so-called 
.rain-wash erosion. Erosive process corresponding to the term proportional to u can 
not be recognized， and thus this perhaps means that the process corresponing to the 
denuda tional coefficient c does not exist a t all.
Relativ:e ratio of a and b，主hatis， decreasing of吐1eheight.by creeping and ，that 
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by running water di妊ersby rock types and climates. In addition， ev.en if the same 
kind of rocks under the same agents (climate) is considered， relative ratio of a and 
b may depend upon to what Erosionsraume (PENCK， 1924) the slope belongs. For 
instance， the ratio would differ in the following two cases: The one is the case 
where the longitudinal profile of the river is considered and another is the case 
where the slope of the ridge part is consiJdered. In the former， relative magnitude 
of b to a may be much greater thanぬatin the latter. 
In connection with this， here we would like to consider the property of the 
graded-river profile. If the greater value of t isconsidered， the profiles which were 
obtained for the finite mountain and represented in Fig.7-B seems to showa better 
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Fig. 29 Solution (15) plotted on semi-logarithmic section paper. 
correspondence to that of the graded river. We may understand that Eq. (60') can 
be also appIied to the river-bed profile in a rough approximation， provided. the 
recessional coe:ficient to be greater than in any other cases and to depend on x. 
Because， inthis case the removal of material by running water may be more effec-
tive than that by creeping， anaぬeerosive fDrce of running water can be considered 
as a function of the drainage area， and thus consequently of distance x measured 
positively down stream from the divide. In fact， the solution given by Eq. (15) for 
greater values of bja (Fig. 7-B) is plotted on a nearly straight line on the graph 
witt x and Iog u as axes of abscissa and ordinate respectively， and thus， u for any 
t can be approximated by exponential function for x (Fig. 29). This solution as 
• 
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well as the previous model， for instance， of STRAH'LER (1952)， can be regarded as a 
sort of the first approxirnation for the graded-river profile. 
We have treated the two-dimensional profile as the model， so we should consider 
how the actual topography can be two-dimensionalized. When the relative uplift 
takes place along a fault， any topographic features are considered to show statisti-
cally two-d加lensionaldistribution along the strike of the fault. In the case of 
volcano or Inselberg topography， topographic features are considered to be depen-
ding statistically only upon r and not 0， which denote the variables in cylindrical 
co-ordinates. Thus， this becomes to two-dimensional problem in cylindrical co・
ordinate. 
Although any topographic quantities such as u， fJu/fJx or fJ2U/fJx2 should be treated 
in a statistical sence except for the ideal cases， in order to be compare with the 
results obtained analytically in the previous sections， these are measurable. On 
the other hand， magnitude ofθu/fJt may be reflected in the freshness of outcrops 
on the slope. Moreover， presise interpretation of geologic structure would permit 
us to investigate X(x)， as well as the initial condition. Thus the rate of upheaval 
T(t) remains unsettled finally in most cases. 
Observables are， of course， statistical variables， so the choice of the estimate 
is one of the essential problems. Nevertheless， comparing the results obtained from 
the mathematical model with the measurements， we may be able to have an advanced 
view on the topographic development， especially on T(t). This appears to be nothing 
but the aim of the Morρhologische Analyse by PENCK. It should be said here， how-
ever， the PENCK'S concept on the topographic development as well as DAVIS' seems to be 
explaining rather fractional aspects of the processes. More complicated factors than 
those investigated by them has been introduced into the mathematical model pro-
posed here. 
Though it is one of the most important problems remaining in future to examine 
the applicability and limit of the model by precise and quantitative analysis of 
topographic and geologic features， the model， to say the landsca_ρe equation， seems 
to be able to explain the facts or to give an analytical background to the observed 
phenomena as stated herein. Thus， we can consider it， at least on the present 
standpoint， to be a first approximation to the basic equation of slope development， 
or， inthe broader sense， to that which explains the process of topographic develop-
ment by normal cycle of erosion. 
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